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FRAMING PICTURES
A frame is usually desirable for any picture because it stops the
movement in the lines of the picture. The frame also provides
the transition between the picture and the wall on which it is
hung. The size of a picture, the subject matter, movement, color,
and the medium in which it is done all affect the choice of a frame.
Plain wood frames may be used for nearly all types of pictures.
A variety of simple moldings is available in most art supply stores
and in lumber yards. Wood frames are finished in their natural
colors or stained or painted to suit the pictures they enclose. A
frame may repeat the dominating color of the picture in a grayed
tone, or it may show an opposite color. Black, white, gray, or
dull silver are the usual colors for framing photographs, etchings,
or other black-and-white prints; however, in certain rooms some-
thing striking like vermilion lacquer is suitable.
Unusual materials such as plastics, mirror, or metals are some-
times employed for framing pictures. Attractive frames are shown
on pages 61 and 25.
Oil paintings require heavier frames than other pictures, because
the canvas and the paint suggest weight. A dull gilt frame is the
traditional choice for an oil painting, but painted or natural wood
frames are ordinarily employed today. As a rule, neither mats
nor glass are used in framing oils.
Water colors and all other pictures made on paper are usually
glazed for protection. One should be careful to obtain a good
quality of entirely colorless glass, as an objectionable greenish cast
is common. Frames for all paper pictures are usually made from
fairly narrow moldings.
Subjects that suggest strength, like buildings, peasants, men, or
animals, require heavier frames than pictures of more delicate sub-
jects such as children or flowers. Strong colors in pictures call
for heavier frames than weak colors, and diagonal lines require
heavier frames than placid horizontals.
Substitutes for frames are also used. A picture that does nor
need a frame can be fastened to the glass with special clamps at the
top and bottom by which it can also be hung. Photographs or
prints may be matted and put side by side behind a long glass strip
which, is supported by a molding nailed to the wall

